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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new mechanism for a better exploita-
tion of surrogate models in the framework of Evolution Strate-
gies (ESs). This mechanism is instantiated here on the
self-adaptive surrogate-assisted Covariance Matrix Adapta-
tion Evolution Strategy (s∗ACM-ES), a recently proposed
surrogate-assisted variant of CMA-ES. As well as in the orig-
inal s∗ACM-ES, the expensive function is optimized by ex-
ploiting the surrogate model, whose hyper-parameters are
also optimized online. The main novelty concerns a more
intensive exploitation of the surrogate model by using much
larger population sizes for its optimization.
The new variant of s∗ACM-ES significantly improves the
original s∗ACM-ES and further increases the speed-up com-
pared to the CMA-ES, especially on unimodal functions
(e.g., on 20-dimensional Rotated Ellipsoid, s∗ACM-ES is 6
times faster than aCMA-ES and almost by one order of
magnitude faster than CMA-ES). The empirical validation
on the BBOB-2013 noiseless testbed demonstrates the effi-
ciency and the robustness of the proposed mechanism.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Computing Methodologies]: Artificial Intelligence
Problem Solving, Control Methods, and Search
General Terms
Algorithms
Keywords
Evolution Strategies, CMA-ES, self-adaptation, surrogate-
assisted optimization, surrogate models, ranking support
vector machine, black-box optimization
1. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) have received a lot of at-
tention regarding their potential to solve black-box optimiza-
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tion problems, where typically no additional information
is available apart from the quality of evaluated solutions.
By closely looking at the most successful EAs w.r.t. re-
sults on both artificial benchmark and real-world optimiza-
tion problems, one may observe that invariance properties
play a crucial role and represent a source of robustness. A
good illustrative example is Covariance Matrix Adaptation
Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES [10]) which exhibits invariance
w.r.t. rank-preserving transformations of the objective func-
tion and invariance w.r.t. orthogonal transformations of the
search space (if the initial search point(s) are transformed
accordingly). The algorithm has demonstrated the state-
of-the-art performance on benchmark problems (see, e.g.,
CEC-2005 [4], BBOB-2010 [8]) and real-world optimization
problems [6].
One of the main limitations of EAs, the large number of
function evaluations required for a reasonable accuracy of
optimization, prevents EAs from being widely used on op-
timization problems which are expensive in terms of time
(one evaluation takes several seconds or even hours) and/or
in terms of money. This limitation is especially observable
in the special, but quite common case of the unimodal noise-
less continuous optimization, where gradient information is
useful and quasi-Newton methods such as BFGS [28], pro-
posed 40 years ago, usually outperform most of advanced
EAs [8]. The latter is also the case for CMA-ES on some
interesting (for benchmarking) optimization problems such
as Rosenbrock function.
To address this limitation, numerous approaches to in-
tegrate surrogate/approximate models into EAs have been
proposed (see, e.g., [15] for a recent overview of the state-
of-the-art). In most of these approaches, a surrogate model
fˆ(x) (or simply fˆ) of the objective function f(x) (or simply
f) is built using the information about evaluated (training)
solutions and corresponding objective values. Then, fˆ is
used to predict the quality of some promising test solutions
in order to proceed towards the optimum of f faster in terms
of number of function evaluations. The use of this approach
usually leads to a loss of invariance w.r.t. rank-preserving
transformations of f since the building of fˆ is sensitive to
these kinds of transformations. The property of invariance
w.r.t. orthogonal transformations of the search space is also
not preserved in most of the surrogate-assisted approaches,
since the surrogate learning phase does not take into account
the information about a coordinate system (if any) adapted
during the search.
Until recently, surrogate-assisted CMA-ES algorithms pre-
served at most one of the above described invariance prop-
erties (see, e.g., [27, 17]). The first surrogate-assisted CMA-
ES which preserves both invariance properties, referred to
as ACM-ES, was proposed in [19]. Its extension, referred
to as self-adaptive surrogate-assisted CMA-ES (s∗ACM-ES
[21]), has demonstrated an ability to adapt during the search
the hyper-parameters used to build the surrogate model, and
this can be viewed as a sort of invariance. s∗ACM-ES usually
speed-ups the original CMA-ES by a factor between 2 and
4 on unimodal functions. However, it was surprisingly out-
performed by ACM-ES algorithm on 10-dimensional Rosen-
brock function [19]. An analysis of this observation led to
an hypothesis that surrogate model exploitation is not suf-
ficiently intensive in s∗ACM-ES.
This paper investigates a simple mechanism of a more in-
tensive surrogate model exploitation by using much larger
population sizes, while keeping the default population size
when optimizing the original expensive function. Such ex-
ploitation is useful when the surrogate model is sufficiently
accurate and may lead to a certain divergence when the sur-
rogate badly approximates the expensive function. Thus, a
trade-off between between two cases should be respected.
The paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 reviews
surrogate-assisted Evolution Strategies and presents s∗ACM-
ES algorithm with a discussion of its main principles. Next,
Section 3 introduces our new mechanism to surrogate model
exploitation. The experimental validation of the proposed
mechanism is reported and discussed in Section 4.1. Section
5 concludes the paper.
2. SURROGATE-ASSISTED EVOLUTION
STRATEGIES
First, we discuss the various techniques used to learn and
exploit surrogate models within Evolution Strategies. Then,
we briefly describe s∗ACM-ES algorithm whose mechanism
of surrogate model exploitation will be further studied and
modified in Section 3.
2.1 Background
One of the first surrogate-assisted (µ+ λ)-ES and (µ, λ)-
ES were proposed in [23], where evaluations of an expensive
structural optimization problem were replaced by a hidden-
layer Artificial Neural Network (ANN) trained by back-propa-
gation. The authors suggested to re-learn the model at each
iteration by adding new training points randomly drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with the mean located in the
center of the decision space.
Jin et al. [16] proposed individual-based and generation-
based evolution control strategies for surrogate-assisted search
with CMA-ES. Individual-based strategy corresponds to a
pre-selection strategy, where λ′ random (random strategy)
or best (best strategy) controlled individuals out of λPre
pre-selected individuals are evaluated with the expensive
function f . In generation-based strategy, the whole pop-
ulation will be evaluated with the expensive function for η
generations every κ generations, where η ≤ κ. The authors
found that in both cases about 50% of individuals should
be evaluated in order to have a good final speed-up, but
they employed only the generation-based strategy, because
they found it more suitable for parallel implementation. It
is suggested to set the fraction of generations η
κ
that fˆ is op-
timized to be proportional to E(k)
Emax
, where E(k) and Emax
are current and maximum model errors, respectively.
Emmerich et al. [3] studied Kriging model-based pre-
selection strategy within (µ, κ, λ)-ES with µ = 15, λ = 100
and κ = 5, where the individuals that exceed the age of
κ = 5 generations are eliminated from the selection proce-
dure. The authors suggested to evaluate the best λ′ = 10
individuals w.r.t. a criterion based on both the estimated
value fˆ(x) and the estimated local standard deviation σˆ(x)
of the prediction Kriging model as in [29]:
Sc(x) = fˆ(x)− ρσˆ(x), (1)
where ρ ≥ 0 defines the selection trade-off between the
most promising solutions with ρ = 0 and promising solutions
in still unexplored search areas with ρ > 0. The experimen-
tal validation of the proposed surrogate-assisted algorithm
showed that on unimodal functions the exploration (ρ = 1)
does not harm, but leads to a better convergence on multi-
modal functions than fˆ -based selection (ρ = 0).
Ulmer et al. [31] studied RBF networks-based pre-selection
strategy for (2,8)-ES with λPre = 30 and (1+1)-ES with
λPre = 10 and concluded that the proposed meta-model as-
sisted ES (MAES) performs better, especially on unimodal
functions. Later, Ulmer et al. [30] analyzed GP-based pre-
selection strategy similar to the one of [3] for CMA-ES,
where an exploration-based selection criterion was chosen.
The results confirmed the observations of [3] that on multi-
modal functions the exploration-based pre-selection should
be preferred to ”greedy” fˆ -based pre-selection. Ulmer et
al. [32] further studied Support Vector Regression (SVR)-
based pre-selection strategy for (µ, λ) Main Vector Adap-
tation (MVA [25], a CMA-ES variant with linear time and
space complexity). They proposed to adjust λPre, depend-
ing on a model quality measure similar to the one proposed
by [14] and defined as summed rank of all correctly selected
individuals. At each generation t, the actual model quality
Qt is compared to a quality Qrand measured for the random
model. The update procedure is controlled by a parameter
δλPre as follows:
λt+1Pre =
{
λtPre +
Qmax−Qt
Qmax−Qrand
δλPre if Q
t > Qrand
λtPre −
Qrand−Qt
Qrand
δλPre otherwise,
(2)
where Qmax is the maximum possible quality. Experi-
mental results of the proposed C-MAES on unimodal and
multimodal functions confirmed that the adaptation works
well even in dynamically changing noisy environment, where
the speed-up up to a factor of 2 also can be achieved.
Runarsson [26] found that it is always desirable to evaluate
with f at least one best point among λ evaluated with fˆ ,
and proposed approximate ranking procedure which suggests
to evaluate with f several additional points only if the model
changes its ranking prediction of λ points.
Poland [24] proposed an ES-like algorithm with quadratic
meta-models, which showed the best results (in that time)
in the literature for an Evolutionary Algorithm on popu-
lar Rosenbrock benchmark problem, where it outperformed
CMA-ES by a factor of 4. Unfortunately, the algorithm is
not invariant to rank-preserving transformations of f and
its performance probably will degrade significantly if f is
scaled differently (also true for all regression to value-based
surrogate-assisted optimizers).
Bu¨che et al. [2] proposed Gaussian Process Optimization
Procedure (GPOP) which suggests to repeat the following
procedure. First, build a GP-based model and directly op-
timize Eq. (1) by CMA-ES. When a local optimum for a
given ρ is found, it can be evaluated with f and added to
the training set. The training set consists of the union of the
NC closest points to the current best solution and the NR
most recently evaluated points. The search space for each
local search is constrained by the hyper-rectangle around the
current best solution. The GPOP outperforms CMA-ES on
Sphere and Schwefel functions, but already for Rosenbrock
the speed-up is less than 2.0 for n = 8, 16 and less than 0.4
for n = 32, where larger training sets are probably needed.
On multimodal Rastrigin function GPOP in most cases is
outperformed by CMA-ES.
Runarsson [27] first proposed to use ordinal regression and
Ranking Support Vector Machine (SVM) as surrogate mod-
els in Evolutionary Computation. The author studied the
performance of Ranking SVM-based CMA-ES within the ap-
proximate ranking procedure and found that the surrogate-
assisted version outperforms the original CMA-ES for n ≤ 5,
but shows no improvements for n > 5. The latter can be
explained by the use of very small training set of only 60
training points. However, this paper has played an impor-
tant role in the development of comparison-based surrogates
(see, e.g., [19]).
Hoffmann and Holemann [12] suggested to keep λPre fixed,
but adapt λ using the following formula, similar to (2):
λt+1 =
{
max(λt − Q
max−Qt
Qrand
δλ, µ) if Q
t > Qrand
min(λt + Q
max−Qt
Qmax−Qrand
δλ, λPre) otherwise,
(3)
Thus, the better the model - the smaller λt+1, and vice
versa. The results of the proposed λ-controlled surrogate-
assisted λ-CMA-ES are similar, but not directly comparable
to [32], where MVA was used as a baseline algorithm.
The local meta-model CMA-ES based on locally weighted
regression was first proposed by [17] and later extended for
large populations by [1]. In lmm-CMA-ES, the surrogate
model exploitation is controlled by the approximate rank-
ing procedure [26], which suggests to evaluate with f only
a fraction of λ new individuals if the ranking of some of λ
individuals on surrogate models of the current and previous
generations remains unchanged. The algorithm and its ex-
tensions have demonstrated a relatively good performance,
but the time complexity usually scales between O(n4) and
O(n6) depending on the version of the algorithm [18], limit-
ing the range of application to problems with n . 15 [18].
2.2 Self-adaptive Surrogate-assisted CMA-ES
In the following, we outline s∗ACM-ES algorithm accord-
ing to [21], see Figure 1.
In s∗ACM-ES, two optimization procedures are performed:
1. Optimization of the objective function f using CMA-
ES (so-called ”CMA-ES #1” in Figure 1) assisted by
a surrogate model f̂α, built using a vector α of some
surrogate model (learning) hyper-parameters.
2. Optimization of the surrogate model error Err(α) (us-
ing so-called ”CMA-ES #2” in Figure 1) and corre-
sponding surrogate model hyper-parameters α.
In both cases, the original generation/iteration procedure
of CMA-ES is not modified, but called when necessary in or-
der to change the state of CMA-ES in the search space, that
Figure 1: Optimization loop of the s∗ACM-ES
(adopted from [21]).
also leads to a change of the internal parameters of CMA-ES
(mean of mutation distribution m, covariance matrix C ,
step-size σ, evolution paths for σ and m).
First, the algorithm proceeds the optimization of f for a
given number of generations gstart till a sufficient number of
evaluated points is stored to build the surrogate model f̂α.
The model is built using Ranking SVM and model hyper-
parameters α such that f̂α predicts only the ordering of test
points, this allows f̂α-assisted search to be invariant w.r.t.
rank-preserving transformations of f . The second invariance
property, invariance w.r.t. orthogonal transformations of the
search space, is preserved thanks to the following transfor-
mation applied to each of the training and test points x:
x
′ = C−1/2(x−m), (4)
where C is the covariance matrix adapted by CMA-ES.
When the model is built, it is optimized by CMA-ES for a
given number of generations nˆ, where nˆ is defined in [21] by a
linear function to be inversely proportional to a global model
error Err(α). This global error is incrementally updated
(with some relaxation factor) from a local error estimated
with λ recently evaluated solutions stored in Λ as follows:
Err(α) =
2
|Λ|(|Λ| − 1)
|Λ|∑
i=1
|Λ|∑
j=i+1
wij .1
f̂α,i,j
(5)
where 1
f̂α,i,j
holds true if f̂α violates the f -based ordering
constraint on pair (i, j) and wij defines the weight of this
violation (wij = 1 by default).
First (see Figure 1), s∗ACM-ES i). builds the surrogate
model f̂α, ii). optimizes it for nˆ generations, then iii). op-
timizes the objective function f for 1 generation, and iv).
estimates the surrogated model error by computing with Eq.
(5) a fraction of comparison relations which were incorrectly
predicted by f̂α with λ recently evaluated solutions, and fi-
nally v). adjusts nˆ for the next iteration.
An important novelty of s∗ACM-ES, apart from the preser-
vation of the invariance properties of CMA-ES, is an ability
to adapt hyper-parameters of surrogate learning procedure
during the optimization of the objective function f . This
procedure corresponds to the last step, illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, where an additional instance of CMA-ES (initialed
before the loop of Figure 1) performs one optimization gen-
eration in the space of surrogate model hyper-parameters.
In this step, CMA-ES generates λhyp (λhyp = 20 by de-
fault) different α-vectors of hyper-parameters and builds
λhyp corresponding surrogate models. These models are
evaluated using Err(α) and µhyp = ⌊λhyp/2⌋ the most suc-
cessful (with the smallest model error) out of λhyp vectors
of hyper-parameters are used to updates internal parameters
of CMA-ES. The new mean of the mutation distribution of
CMA-ES is then used as an estimate of the optimum in
the space of surrogate model hyper-parameters. This esti-
mate is finally used as α to build the surrogate model in the
next iteration of s∗ACM-ES, gradually adapting the surro-
gate model to the local topography of the objective function.
Finally, the algorithm optimizes the objective function f
together with the hyper-parameters used to build its surro-
gate model fˆ , that allows the user to define only the range
of hyper-parameters and let s∗ACM-ES to find their optimal
values online.
3. NEW MECHANISM OF SURROGATE
MODEL EXPLOITATION
As was mentioned before, in our experiments we observed
that ACM-ES [19] outperforms s∗ACM-ES on 10-dimensional
Rosenbrock problem (but this is not the case in 20-D, where
s∗ACM-ES is better thanks to the adaptation of hyper-parameters).
This result is quite surprising given that the surrogate model
learning phases are very similar in both algorithms. These
observations led to an hypothesis that the surrogate model
exploitation is more intensive in ACM-ES on this particular
problem and this is also beneficial because the surrogate is
relatively accurate.
3.1 Intensive Exploitation
In the original ACM-ES algorithm, the surrogate model
exploitation is independent on the model quality, that in cer-
tain cases may lead to a divergence of the algorithm when
the surrogate provides almost random predictions. However,
when the surrogate model is accurate enough, its exploita-
tion by pre-selection substantially speed-ups CMA-ES [19].
In ACM-ES, λPre = 500 individuals are evaluated with fˆ
and only λ′ =
⌊
λdefault
3
⌋
individuals among them (λdefault
is the default population size) are selected through a two-
step selection procedure to be evaluated with the expen-
sive function f . In s∗ACM-ES, usually a smaller number of
individuals than λPre is evaluated with fˆ , but the change
of the mean of the mutation distribution, and sometimes
that is more important, of the step-size during nˆ genera-
tions may lead to a larger divergence between the original
and final multivariate normal distributions than with the
pre-selection. Thus, s∗ACM-ES is able to exploit fˆ in the
same way as CMA-ES exploits f , and if fˆ ideally approxi-
mates f , then a speed-up of a factor of n̂max (the maximum
number of generations nˆ when Err(α) = 0) is expected.
The first attempt to increase the intensity of exploitation
by increasing n̂max showed that larger values of n̂max lead
to moderate improvements on unimodal functions, but may
increase the chance of premature divergence when the sur-
rogate provides random predictions since a larger number
of generations nˆ is allowed. When the suggested nˆ is much
larger than some expected speed-up k (e.g., by a factor larger
than 3), the search with the surrogate may start to deteri-
orate after ca. k generations by slowly becoming a random
walk and, thus, destroying the evolution paths of CMA-ES.
Since longer runs may deteriorate the search, more atten-
tion should be paid to a single generation with fˆ . In this
generation, fˆ can be more intensively exploited by estimat-
ing a local covariance matrix Cloc constructed from a large
number of points (e.g., in order of 105), sampled by CMA-
ES and ranked according to fˆ . This covariance matrix Cloc
usually is very similar to the one of CMA-ES, which was
used for sampling, but in the same time, it stores ”all” the
information about covariances available from fˆ for a given
scale defined by the step-size. The use of Cloc instead of the
original estimate of CMA-ES allows to faster learn an appro-
priate covariance matrix, that in many cases leads to a faster
convergence. However, the influence of Cloc is somehow lim-
ited by the learning rate used to adapt the covariance matrix
C of CMA-ES. In the same time, this influence should be
controlled by the model error in order to avoid a possible
degradation of C. The mechanism of this control might be
very similar to the one already used in s∗ACM-ES to control
nˆ.
Finally, we found a very simple exploitation mechanism
which solves the above described problems and generalizes
the second and third steps shown in Figure 1:
1. Optimize fˆ for nˆ generations by CMA-ES with pop-
ulation size λ = kλλdefault and number of parents
µ = kµµdefault, where kλ ≥ 1 and kµ ≥ 1.
2. Optimize f for 1 generation by CMA-ES with popu-
lation size λ = λdefault and number of parents µ =
µdefault.
This simple mechanism allows us to keep nˆ in the or-
der of the expected speed-up and, in the same time, to re-
cover more information from fˆ using a larger population size
(when kλ > 1). In contrast to the estimation of Cloc, the
mean of the mutation distribution also changes (as well as
other internal parameters) taking into account the informa-
tion from λ = kλλdefault evaluated solutions. While, kλ
and kµ can be adjusted depending on the model error, the
control mechanism of nˆ is already presented in s∗ACM-ES.
Is should be noted that a more intensive exploitation oc-
curs not when kλ is large and kµ = kλ, but rather when kλ
is large and kλ ≫ kµ (e.g., kµ = 1).
3.2 Divergence Prevention
While the control mechanism of s∗ACM-ES sets nˆ to 0
when Err(α) reaches some surrogate error threshold value
τerr (τerr= 0.45 by default [21]), some oscillation between
nˆ = 0 and nˆ = 1 is possible when Err(α) is very close to
the threshold. In this case, a more intensive exploitation
of fˆ with a larger kλ might lead to a faster divergence of
s∗ACM-ES. The above described issue can be relevant for
multimodal and noisy problems, where the surrogate model
is typically inaccurate. To avoid the divergence, kλ can be
Figure 2: Comparison of the proposed surrogate-assisted versions of the original and active IPOP-CMA-ES
algorithms on 20-dimensional Rotated Ellipsoid (Left) and Rosenbrock (Right) functions. The trajectories
show the median of 15 runs.
adjusted according to Err(α) or nˆ, e.g., kλ should increase
together with nˆ. Indeed, the optimal rule would be problem-
dependent and is difficult to choose a priori, but probably
can be learned online. In this paper, in order to avoid a
possible overfitting, we study a simple rule which states that
• kλ > 1 is used only if nˆ ≥ nˆkλ ,
where nˆkλ is the number of generations which corresponds
to a model error much smaller than τerr, such that the model
is ”accurate enough” to be intensively exploited.
4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
This Section presents an experimental validation of the
proposed mechanism to surrogate model exploitation on a
set of noiseless black-box optimization problems from the
BBOB-2012 framework [7]. We compare the original CMA-
ES [9] and its so-called active version aCMA-ES [13, 11] in
the IPOP and BIPOP scenarios of restarts [11, 5, 20] to
the results of s∗ACM-ES in its original version [21] and our
modified version with the new mechanism of surrogate model
exploitation. For all experiments, we use the Octave/Matlab
source code provided1 by the authors of [21] and, we make
our modified version of this code also available online2.
4.1 Experimental Setting
For all original algorithms the default parameters are used
as given in [21]. In our modified version of s∗ACM-ES, apart
from the kλ, kµ and nˆkλ , whose parameter settings will be
discussed later in this Section, we also introduce an addi-
tional hyper-parameter to tune during the search: a stop-
ping criterion niter of the quadratic programming solver of
SVM. This parameter is set in [21] to 1000Ntraining , where
Ntraining is the number of training points. The online tun-
ing of this parameter may potentially improve the quality
of surrogate model learning and, in the same time, reduce
the CPU complexity of the learning. A completed list of
surrogate model hyper-parameters is summarized in Table
1, where oﬄine tuned values and their ranges of variation
for online tuning are given. A detailed description of these
parameters can be found in [21].
1https://sites.google.com/site/acmesgecco/
2https://sites.google.com/site/newacmes/
Parameter Range for online tuning Oﬄine tuned value
Ntraining
[
4n, 2(40 +
⌊
4n1.7
⌋
)
]
40 +
⌊
4n1.7
⌋
Cbase [0, 10] 6
Cpow [0, 6] 3
csigma [0.5, 2] 1
niter [100Ntraining , 1500Ntraining ] 1000 Ntraining
Table 1: Surrogate hyper-parameters, default value
and range of variation (extended from [21]).
4.2 Results on Ellipsoid and Rosenbrock 20-D
First experiments were conducted on 20-dimensional El-
lipsoid and Rosenbrock functions in order to investigate how
the performance changes by changing kλ and kµ. We found
that the greater the kλ, the better the performance is ob-
served. Moreover, the results with kµ = 1 are usually bet-
ter than with kµ = kλ, and this may be viewed as a more
stronger pre-selection of individuals. This also can be in-
terpreted as a trust-region method-based search, where the
region is defined by the current covariance matrix and the
step-size. In this context, nˆ corresponds to the number of
trust-region searches before the model is updated using new
evaluated points.
Figure 2 shows the results for kλ = 1 (the original IPOP-
s∗aACM-ES), kλ = 10, 100, 10000 (three modified versions
with kµ = 1) as well as for the original and active versions of
IPOP-CMA-ES. As can be clearly seen, the original IPOP-s∗
aACM-ES can be improved by a factor of about 2 on Ellip-
soid function and by a factor of about 1.2 on Rosenbrock
function for kλ ≥ 10. Thus, the new mechanism of sur-
rogate model exploitation allows to be about 6 times faster
than IPOP-aCMA-ES and almost by one order of magnitude
faster than IPOP-CMA-ES. The algorithm demonstrates the
speed-up of a factor of about 3.5 on Rosenbrock function,
and, thus, performs as well as BFGS algorithm and by a
factor between 1.1 and 1.4 slower than NEWUOA algorithm
[8]. The performance of the latter algorithms, however, may
degrade significantly for certain rank-preserving transforma-
tions of f (e.g., scaling of f).
It should be noted that the computational complexity is
growing linearly with kλ, and the evaluation of candidate so-
lutions with fˆ becomes relatively expensive (w.r.t. the cost
of surrogate model learning) when kλ in 20-D is ca. 1000.
Figure 3: The median trajectories of normalized surrogate hyper-parameters estimated on 15 runs of the
original (Left) and modified (Right) versions of IPOP-s∗aACM-ES on 20-dimensional Rotated Ellipsoid.
The CPU time per function evaluation on F10 Rotated Ellip-
soid 20-D (on 2.4 GHz processor and MatLab 2006) is 1.22,
0.313, 0.311, 0.367 and 1.52 sec. for kλ = 1, 10, 100, 1000 and
10000, respectively (note that with fixed hyper-parameters
the cost would be λhyp = 20 times smaller). Thus, kλ = 10
or kλ = 100 can be viewed as a reasonable trade-off for these
problems given that the performance is (and if) growing only
marginally for kλ > 10 (see Figure 2).
Figure 3 illustrates the dynamic of hyper-parameters adap-
tation on 20-dimensional Ellipsoid function for the original
and modified (when kλ = 100) versions of IPOP-
s∗aACM-
ES. As was expected, the number of training points also
grows in the beginning, then becomes stable and finally de-
creases when the covariance matrix well approximates the
optimal covariance matrix and the optimization of f be-
comes similar to the optimization of Sphere function. How-
ever, a smaller number of training points (and therefore CPU
time) is usually needed for the new algorithm, that might be
explained by the fact that the algorithm optimizes f faster
and, therefore, outdated points are probably of a lesser im-
portance.
Figure 3 also shows the adaptation of the number of itera-
tions niter used to solve the quadratic programming problem
of SVM learning. The results partially confirm our expec-
tations that the oﬄine tuned value of niter (see Table 1)
was reasonably well chosen in [21]. We also do not observe
any moderate difference due to this adaptation on other
BBOB benchmarks problems. This conjecture, however,
should be more carefully verified by using a larger search
range for ninit, and should not prevent from studying alter-
native strategies for SVM problem learning and correspond-
ing stopping criteria.
The adaptation of other hyper-parameters is more difficult
to interpret, however, in both cases, Cpow steadily increases
as it was pointed out already in [21].
4.3 Results on Noiseless BBOB Functions
The proposed modification of s∗ACM-ES was implemented
in BIPOP scenario of restarts and compared with BIPOP-
CMA-ES [5], BIPOP-aCMA-ES [20] and BIPOP-s∗aACM-
ES [21] on 20-dimensional noiseless BBOB problems. In
all experiments, the maximum number of function evalua-
tions was set to 106n. The number of function evaluations
when surrogate models are used was set to 104n to fit to the
BBOB-2013 context of expensive optimization in contrast
to 106n used in BIPOP-s∗aACM-ES [21].
We found that the use of kλ = 10 for 10-D, kλ = 100 for
20-D and kλ = 1000 for 40-D (see [22], here only 20-D case is
shown) represents a reasonable trade-off between the speed-
up and the computational complexity (a simple formula to
adjust kλ for other dimensions can be used). For problem
dimensions smaller than 10, the use of large kλ may lead
to a certain divergence even on unimodal functions. This
can be interpreted as follows: when kλ is large, some of
points sampled in 2-dimensional space might lie ”far” from
the current mean of the mutation distribution and ”far” from
the training set used to build the model. Thus, the model
may incorrectly suggests these points, that may lead to a
certain divergence. The use of some truncated sampling
of points might resolve this issue, but this would lead to
a change of mechanism of CMA-ES which expects that all
points are sampled from multivariate normal distribution.
In order to avoid a possible divergence on multimodal
functions, nˆkλ usually should be larger than 1. By some
oﬄine tuning we found that the use of nˆkλ = 3 and nˆkλ = 4
in most of the cases prevents the divergence (at least on
tested BBOB problems), and we use nˆkλ = 4 in our exper-
iments on BBOB. A simple alternative to this would be to
decrease n̂max or τerr.
Figure 4 shows the aggregated results for all 24 noise-
less BBOB problems and different subgroups of these prob-
lems. The proposed version of BIPOP-s∗aACM-ES is de-
picted as BIPOP-s∗aACM-ES-k. The best improvements of
results is observed on moderate and ill-conditioned func-
tions, where the speed-up up to a factor of 2 is observed.
On ill-conditioned problems, BIPOP-s∗aACM-ES-k is about
3-6 times faster than BIPOP-aCMA-ES and by almost one
order of magnitude faster than BIPOP-CMA-ES. The re-
sults of BIPOP-s∗aACM-ES and BIPOP-s∗aACM-ES-k are
similar on multimodal functions, while BIPOP-s∗aACM-ES
slightly outperforms the latter for the budgets of function
evaluations larger than 104n, since the surrogate is still in
use. The overall ranking of all algorithms is comparable and
a difference is observed most likely due to the stochasticity
of the process (at least for BIPOP-aCMA-ES and BIPOP-s∗
aACM-ES-k, which represent the same algorithm after 104n
function evaluations).
5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We presented a new mechanism for surrogate model ex-
ploitation, where a larger population size is used to optimize
the surrogate, while the default population size is used to op-
timize the expensive function. We found that while a more
intensive exploitation of the surrogate is beneficial on uni-
modal functions, this also might lead to a certain divergence
on multimodal functions. To avoid this potential issue, we
suggested to more intensively exploit the surrogate only if
it is sufficiently accurate. The proposed mechanism imple-
mented in s∗ACM-ES algorithm and its BIPOP extension
demonstrates the speed-up of a factor up to 2 (compared
with the original version of s∗ACM-ES) on ill-conditioned
BBOB problems. The resulting algorithm also preserves
the properties of invariance of CMA-ES and might become
a baseline version of s∗ACM-ES in some near future.
The main perspective for further research is to replace the
newly introduced oﬄine-tuned parameters by some online
procedure, which will be able to optimally control surrogate
model exploitation. Such procedure might be based on some
a posteriori analysis of what strategy was optimal in previ-
ous generations by analyzing (running experiments on) pre-
vious surrogate models and alternative exploitation strate-
gies. Another perspective is to reduce the time complexity
of the algorithm which limits its application to n . 50−100
and up to ca. 5000 training points (see, e.g., [20]).
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Figure 4: Bootstrapped empirical cumulative distribution of the number of objective function evaluations
divided by dimension for 50 targets in 10[−8..2] for all functions and subgroups in 20-D. The “best 2009” line
corresponds to the best ERT observed during BBOB 2009 for each single target. The proposed algorithm is
depicted as BIPOP-saACM-k. A detailed description how to read the figure is given in [8].
